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There

are two types of innovators

1. The big idea hunters.
2. The idea builders.
How do you increase your odds of
being a smart winner?
How to apply what you learn as you go.
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CHAPTER 1:
AN HONEST INTRODUCTION

Psst! Do you want to know the secret of guaranteed, instant, overnight innovation success? Of course, you do! Don’t we all? Well, the good news is you’ll find it
in this book. It’s on page 319 in the last paragraph, to be precise. (Here’s the link for
those of you on Kindle: “Final Thoughts”) A quick disclaimer, though, only if you
read the entire book will it really make sense. I understand you’re impatient and
probably want to check that out first, and that’s fine; I’ll be waiting for you here.
OK, now that you’ve been there, you know the secret, which is kind of important. It’s actually the key to this book.
If you’re ready to learn and work hard, this book will help you learn how to
grow little ideas into big ideas at work, at home, and any other place you think
is important.
Now would be a good time to clarify an important point. This book will not provide instant success. It will offer a proven innovation method that helps build
ideas up to six times faster while reducing failure risks by at least 50%.

Why You Should Read This Book.
There are more than 200,000 books on innovation and startups, more than
25,000 books on how to scale up your company, and nearly 70,000 books
about building your own business. What on earth could make it worth my
while writing another book – or worth your time to read it?
The answer is simple – there are ways to innovate better, and you have a right
to know.

This chapter was co-written with
Lana Kristine Jelenjev.
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Personally, I have built eight successful businesses in six countries, and my
co-authors have built dozens more. My success rate is eight hits from eleven
tries (if you’re interested in the three losers, one was a big failure, and two just
never took off).
A little over ten years ago, I started teaching Innovation and Entrepreneurship.
I have taught at leading business schools (KU Leuven, Solvay, EDHEC), led
some of the world’s largest and most successful accelerator programs (The
Founder Institute and the European Innovation Academy), and coached around
200 companies.
In my work, I have seen two types of innovators.
1. The big idea hunters.
2. The idea builders.
It is easy to understand why the idea builders are better at reducing risk. What
is perhaps more exciting and surprising is understanding that idea builders also
move faster and usually build more significant ideas than the “big idea hunters”.
My book explains how to become a successful idea builder. It is a book I wish
I’d had when I wanted to start my first business as it would have helped me understand how careful, disciplined, and consistent efforts beat big bangs a lmost
every time.

There Are No Quick Fixes.
In today’s world, we want quick fixes to big issues, and too many books are fast
food for the business mind. Something that you can digest quickly but is not
healthy for your business.
Most of these books contain a kernel of truth, but it is not presented in sufficient detail, so anyone who tries to put the theories into effect will not get the
expected results. In this book, I take the existing theories and add to them. The
additions are practical and explain all of the “how-to’s”.
This book ties the theories and research from hundreds of books into something easy to understand and something you can do right now. You don’t need
to read all the books that I have read, as this one will make innovation holistic
and step-by-step.

What Will You Find in This Book?
For years, I have talked with innovators about the importance of grinding out
ideas, and still, many remain skeptical. A lot of my students and many people
I meet in the business world believe that successful innovation is all about
‘Eureka moments’ and that game-changing ideas appear out of a clear blue sky.
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I knew this was not true, but I needed facts. It inspired me to run a four-year
research program to identify the drivers of innovation success. This research
was a team effort. In interviews with more than 400 companies, we saw many
that succeeded and more that failed. The most significant difference between
winners and losers is that smart winners make good or even mediocre ideas
great over time.
As in life, some companies will succeed by luck. Unfortunately, luck is something hard to plan.

How do you increase your odds of being a smart winner? The best way is to
think about growth as an ongoing process of cycles. Some cycles are short,
and some are long. Whatever the length, they need to be about learning and
improving. The best cycles include the ABCS of innovation.
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Systematically Improve

Systematically
improve

Thinking like a Great Artist.
There is an old saying: “Bad artists do it on their own, good artists copy, great
artists steal.” In the innovation space, there is a lot of ‘stealing’ going on. The
reason is simple; there is a core logic to successful innovation. The logic is quite
simple: create a bias for action, do the right things, learn, improve, and repeat.
This is not the first book or even the thousandth book about innovation. It does
not replace all the work done by pioneers in this field, but instead uses facts
derived from research to build on those ideas to provide a step-by-step guide
to innovation success.
If you talk to innovation experts, many will refer to ideas developed by Edward
Deming almost 40 years ago. Deming introduced the concept of PDSA (Plan,
Do, Study, Act). His work is profoundly insightful, but a hard read.
Eric Ries (The Lean Startup), Alex Osterwalder (The Business Model Canvas),
and several others wrote bestselling books, “repackaging” PDSA. They simplified Deming’s ideas and made them more accessible to a broader audience.
Agile, Scrum, and Design thinking can all trace their intellectual heritage back
to PDSA.
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All the leading methods are Plan, Do, Study, Act
and Cycles brings it all together

Systematically
Improve

Many of these methods do a great job explaining what you should be doing
and why you should be doing it and provide powerful thinking frameworks.
But, when it comes to the practicality of how to do it, they seem to come up
short. For example, Eric Ries introduced a powerful concept called validated
learning that uses build, measure, learn cycles. I loved his work but felt I was left
stranded with questions about how to actually do it. What should you build?
How do you build? How should you measure it? How do you effectively capture
learning?
The new and arguably, most popular method to promote innovation fast is
design sprints. They cover the ‘how’ of PDSA but miss a bit of the ‘why.’
This book covers not just why and what but also how. It does this by providing:
• The ‘ABCS’: a framework to help you decide what to do next.
• Clear guidance on how to run the cycles of learning.
• A systems approach to applying learnings more effectively.
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How to Use This Book.
At the heart of this book lies the difference between working in your business
and working on your business.
The secret is to move away from the standard model in which 80% of a new
or expanding company’s effort goes into Big Idea hunts. Using the guidance in
this book will reduce that 80% to 20%. Where do the surplus resources go? A
great deal will transfer into active learning designed to build your ideas faster
while reducing your failure risks.
This book is not just theory; it is facts derived from my research about building
a basis for action. Each chapter will take you through the CYCLES process,
providing exercises to apply these ideas to your business.
You can read this book as a stand-alone to learn more about systems of effective innovation. But if you can, I’d encourage you to apply what you learn as
you go. A powerful and very successful method is to use this book to support
a design sprint. Before each section of the sprint, read the relevant section and
apply what you have learned. It may look like this:

Sections of
this book

Key parts of a
Design Sprint

Introduction

Build

Communicate/Check

Systems

Thursday

Later

Alignment
Monday

Tuesday

Map

Decide

Sketch

Storyboard

Wednesday
Prototype

Test
Gather feedback

Debrief

You Have a Choice: Stop or Continue.
According to a McKinsey study, seven out of ten companies rank innovation
as one of their top five priorities. The same study shows that 94% are unhappy
with their ability to innovate, indicating that something is clearly very wrong
with how organizations are currently approaching innovation.
If you are happy being unhappy, feel free to stop here. If you want to join the
ranks of innovation winners, read on.
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In May of 2014, at the age of 37 Lana was diagnosed with breast
cancer.

The
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illness

that

her

mother

succumbed

to

at

the

young age of 49. Going through treatments made her re-evaluate
her life: how I embrace self-fullness, the connections I want to
nurture, the legacy I want to live & the impact I want to stir in
society.
What

started

as

an

inner

exploration,

turned

to

a

powerful

expression of my LIFE PURPOSE.
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impact
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&

that

action

Lana

is

oriented.

serving

They

are

big

experienced

firsthand a deep problem in the world that needs addressing &
dedicate it as their life mission in finding a solution. They believe in
the power of communities and know that what they need to offer to
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AUTHORS

them is deep transformation. Their biggest belief is that change
needs to happen in order to create a new status quo. Their vision of
that new state keeps them awake at night trying to figure out
transformative programs, activities & services that can alleviate the
suffering that they are seeing in the world.

LEAD AUTHOR
BRYAN CASSADY
(Oostende, Belgium)
Email: bryan@bryancassady.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bryancassa
dy/ www.bryancassady.com

Bryan is a passionate believer in anyone’s ability to innovate and
build new businesses. He has personally built 11 companies in 6
countries, with eight of these making money.
For the last eight years, Bryan has been coaching startups and
scale-ups and trying to help larger companies regain the spirit of
startups.

He

has

taught

at

the

KU

Leuven,

The

Solvay

business

school, EDHEC, ESCLA, and been a guest lecturer at the University
of Chicago, INSEAD, Cornell, Berkeley, and many other schools.
He has also led programs like Founder Institute Brussels and the
European Innovation Academy. This book results from four years of
research with over 400 companies on what really drives innovation
success.

BOOK CYCLES
Standing on the shoulders of giants…
Many of the leading methods- lean start up, scrum, agile
are built around the ideas of PDSA (Plan, do , study, act)

This book builds on these ideas, but thanks to the expertise
of 22 co-authors, goes one step further.

CYCLES doesn’t just tell you what to do, but shows you how
to do things step by step.

LEARN MORE
MORE INFORMATION ON THE CYCLES BOOK.
PLUS MORE SAMPLE CHAPTERS / FREE TOOLS

www.thecyclesbook.com

LINK TO OUR CYCLES TOOLKIT
28 CANVASES AND TOOLS FROM 22 INNOVATION EXPERTS TO
HELP GROW LITTLE IDEAS INTO BIG IDEAS.

www.tiny.cc/cyclestoolkit-ppt

WOULD YOU LIKE TO KNOW ABOUT COURSES, COMPANY
TRAININGS, GUIDED SPRINTS, PLEASE CONTACT

bryan@bryancassady.com

